& DIRTT
OVERVIEW

YOUR TRUSTED, FULL-SERVICE PARTNER
FOR INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION
At Continental Office, we’ve been in the interior construction business for over 20
years. In that time, we’ve seen it evolve with the need to be faster, flexible, and
more sustainable. That’s why we created CoBuild to help you build better.

A BETTER
WAY TO BUILD
CoBuild was created specifically to support
the construction industry with modern
technology, design freedom, and reduced
timelines. We believe you should be able to
construct your vision with confidence and
without fear of the unknown. Whether you’re
building a commercial office, healthcare
space, or educational environment, this
is personalized prefab construction at
its best.

Old Spice Barbershop

DO IT RIGHT WITH
CUSTOMIZATION
Featuring DIRTT Environmental Solutions®,
CoBuild's creations are completely customizable.
The layouts, finishes, and customizations of
DIRTT are endless, including dozens of ecofriendly finishes from paints and fabrics to wood
veneers, in a variety of colors. There’s something
to meet every design need and function, for any
business. DIRTT is built-to-specification to meet
the constraints of the physical space it resides
within, with no standard sizes for designers
to adhere to.
Yokoso Center

Have a question? Let’s talk!
614-262-5010 cobuildbetter.com
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BUILT TO YOUR
VISION
When your team's needs change, what
happens to their space? Flexible
construction solutions like DIRTT give you
more choice and adaptability, with walls
that can be moved from one space to
another, changed from glass to solid
material, writeable walls to embedded
technology, etc. - adjusting to changing
needs much easier, faster, and cleaner
than conventional construction.

THE TRADITIONAL
A P P ROAC H

3-4 months

T H E D I RT T
A P P ROAC H

4-6 weeks

Let’s build better
together today, so
you can tackle what
comes tomorrow with
confidence.
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SAVE TIME
AND MONEY
It Saves Time
With live 3D visuals, you see the design
vision, make necessary changes in real time,
and eliminate errors and deficiencies to less
than 1%. Projects are delivered in four to six
weeks rather than the industry standard
of 12 weeks. Plus, we can create and secure
quotes three times faster than conventional
construction.
It Saves Money
Using ICE® software, each piece is instantly
priced, so you don’t receive the typical
ballpark “estimate” - it’s an exact,
transparent quote straight from the
manufacturer! There’s virtually no waste or
excess material, better on your wallet and
our environment.

Have a question? Let’s talk!
614-262-5010 cobuildbetter.com

